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Synopsis 
The work lnvolves the experimental study of a buoyancy drlven turbulent flow m long 
(length-to-dlameter ratlo between 6 and 12) vertlcal plpes The flow is created by the 
denslty difference across the ends of the vertical tube We use brine and fresh water 
for creatlng the denslty difference The flow represents an 'overturnmg process' of the 
two fluids through the pipe Slnce the pipes are long, an axlally homogeneous region 
of turbulence exists away from the ends In this region the flow is driven by a linear 
unstable density gradient The ratlo of the diffuslvltles of momentum and salt, given 
by the Scllmldt number, Sc = u /a ,  is about 670 The Rayleigh number based on the 
dlameter d of the plpe and the denslty gradient, Rag = g(Aplpl)d4/va, which gves 
the relatlve importance of the buoyancy and diffusive effects, is of the order of lo8 The 
experimental data consisted of measurements of salt concentration using a conductivity 
probe and veloclty measurements using planar particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
The turbulence in the fully developed reglon involves the dominance of a single length 
scale, comparable to the diameter of the pipe A mixlng length model lncorporatlng thls 
feature is shown to agree very well with the expenmental measurements of the scalar 
(salt concentration) flux and veloclty measurements The Nusselt number scales as 
N RCX;/~SC~/~  suggesting that the molecular effects are negligible Thls may be compared 
to the - ~ a 3 ; ~ ~  scaling obtaned in turbulent Raylelgh-B6nard convection 
Velocity measurements show that there is no mean flow Flow visualization and spa- 
tlal velocity correlations show that large scales are of the order of the pipe diameter 
One dominant motion seems to be heavier particles going down accompanied by lighter 
particles rising up on the sldes Another motlon Inferred from the data IS the collision 
of falling and rlslng fluid particles We have characterized the turbulence in terms of 
the varlous turbulence velocity parameters llke the spectra, PDFs, structure functions 
etc Veloclty field has a Gaussian probability distribution, similar to other turbulent 
flows The velocity gradients and velocity differences also have PDFs similar to other 
turbulent flows The flow IS anisotropic, both at large scales as well as at the smallest 
scales measured The spectra in the horizontal and vertlcal directions show different 
behaviour The horizontal velocity component shows inertial range behaviour with a 
spectrum that goes llke fiV5l3, whlle the vertlcal veloclty spectrum 1s altered because of 
the density stratification and has a K - ' ' / ~  behaviour 
Unllke In the case of single polnt measurements llke LDV and hot-wire anemome- 
try, PIV allows us to simultaneously obtain spatlal and temporal correlations In the 
present thesls we have proposed a model to relate spatlal and temporal Eulerlan veloclty 
correlatiorls We have tested the model uslng our data and the results are encouraging 
The unlque feature about the present flow IS that it 1s a axially homogeneous purely 
buoyancy drlven turbulent flow 
